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On the Level
Georgia’s New Premier Waterpark!
Great Wolf Lodge spent several years looking at
sites around Georgia to build an indoor water
park. In early 2017, they settled on a site in Lagrange, Ga. about 60 miles southwest of Atlanta.
The complex encompasses almost 500,000 sf, and
includes 457 suites, a 93,000 sf indoor waterpark,
and a 40,000 sf indoor adventure park. Precision
worked with Turner Construction to construct the
water park structural shell. Our work consisted of
2 underground bunkers and a cast-in-place tilt
wall structure.
The underground bunkers housed the pool
equipment pump and filtration systems. These
bunkers required extensive penetrations through
the walls for the pool plumbing. The walls were
also the structural foundation for the large tilt
panels above. This resulted in a design that required 122 penetrations in a 25 inch thick wall that was approximately 12 foot tall. The reinforcing steel design was extensive and required additional bars around each opening.
The waterpark structure consisted of tilt panels up to 75 feet
tall that weighed almost 200,000 lbs. These panels formed the
shell of the structure as well as a slide tower where the water
Did you know there are many incentives for you and your
slides originate. Many of the panels had openings of various
friends when they come work for Precision ?!
sizes for windows, ventilation systems, and the slide equipSign On Bonuses!
ment. The west elevation of the water park has many windows
Precision Concrete Construction, Inc. offers a bonus plan designed and required the panels to be reinforced with pilasters for
to provide incentive compensation for all eligible employees when additional structure support. They could not be cast on the
they agree to join our organization and stay for a period of time.
finished slab as is typical for tilt up structures. Instead, tempoThis bonus is intended to help both recruitment and retention.
rary casting beds were placed for pouring the panels. These
New employees must meet all eligibility and Requirements. The
temporary casting beds were later crushed onsite and used for
eligible employees will be paid a Sign On bonus as noted below:
backfill around the pool structures.
* 60 days after hire date: $100
In addition to constructing the waterpark structure, Precision
* 6 months after hire date: $250
contracted with Nueman pools of Wisconsin to construct the
* 1 year after hire date: $500
various pool structures within the water park. There were 6
Employee Referral Program!
pools throughout the waterpark consisting of a lazy river, wave
We invite employees to participate in our recruiting process by
pool, plunge pool, kids play area pools, outdoor pool, and hot
proudly recommending employment at Precision to friends and
tub. This is the
associates who are qualified for open positions. The Employee
largest waterReferral Program offers a recruitment referral payment to existing
park that Great
employees for each referred qualified applicant who is subseWolf has built
quently hired by the company. Part-time and temporary positions
to date and it
are excluded from the program. A Candidate Referral Form must
be submitted to the Human Resource (HR) department at the time is expected to
spur growth
of referral and prior to the candidate being hired. For assistance
and economic
call the Human Resources Department.
There are two types of bonuses:
development
• Level 1 is for hourly positions. The Level 1 bonus will be paid out in Lagrange.

H.R. Updates

in two stages: $250 upon completion of 90 days of continuous
employment of the referred employee; and $500 upon the referred
employee’s one year anniversary with the company.
• Level 2 is for salary positions. The Level 2 bonus will be paid out
in two stages: $250 upon completion of 90 days of continuous
employment of the referred employee; and $750 upon the referred
employee’s one year anniversary with the company

To apply for a job visit:
www.precision-concrete.com/careers

~WE NEED YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS!! ~ We want
to stay in touch with you. Send us an email to HR@
precision-concrete.com with your name and employee
number and we will save it in our system.

Delta Test Cell
Precision Concrete began construction on the new Delta Test Cell Facility in
December of 2017 for AECOM/Hunt Construction. This facility will be utilized
by Delta to test the new Rolls-Royce’s Trent XWB engines. The Test Cell will
be the worlds largest jet engine test facility once it is complete. The project is
comprised of an inlet stack, with four concrete walls up to 60 feet tall, that is the
entry point of the air that is sucked through the engine. This air will then flow
in to the test chamber, which houses the jet engine and will be supported by a
3’-0” thick concrete roof. The engine will then blow the air through the augmentor tube mounted on a 40’-0” diameter steel embed ring placed with pin
point accuracy in a 2’-0” thick concrete wall. This air flow is then measured and
expelled from the facility through the exhaust stack which is comprised of 80
foot tall concrete walls. There is also a control building to act as the administrative hub of the test cell and an engine prep building where the engines will get
fine tuned before being tested.
Due to some unexpected delays caused by rock that was discovered, Precision was asked to accelerate the project prior the start of our work. Precision
had as many as 4 wall crew operations, a slab on grade crew, and a foundation
crew all working simultaneously in different areas to expedite the project. While there were challenges along the way, Precision is on track
to complete the job 10 weeks faster than the original schedule. This was not an easy task especially considering the tight tolerances the job
demanded. For instance, on the 80 foot tall walls there was only an allowable ½” deviation.
The Delta Test Cell has been an extremely challenging project due to its complexity and accelerated schedule, but as usual the Precision
Team was able to succeed and get the client ready for take off.

OSHA’s Fall Prevention Campaign
Although there are many factors that go into play in an injury, falls are the leading cause of death in the construction industry. In 2016, there were 370 fatal falls
to a lower level out of 991 construction fatalities (BLS data).
Since 2012, OSHA has partnered with the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health and National Occupational Research Agenda (NORA) - Construction Sector on the Fall Prevention Campaign to raise awareness among
workers and employers about common fall hazards in construction, and how
falls from ladders, scaffolds and roofs can be prevented.
Here are some of the most important things to remember:
1. You must always PLAN ahead to get the job done safely. When working from
heights, employers must plan projects to ensure that the job is done safely. Begin by deciding how the job will be done, what tasks will be involved, and what
safety equipment may be needed to complete each task.
When estimating the cost of a job, employers should include safety equipment,
and plan to have all the necessary equipment and tools available at the construction site. For example, in a roofing job, think about all of the
different fall hazards, such as holes or skylights and leading edges, then plan and select fall protection suitable to that work, such as personal
fall arrest systems (PFAS).
2. Have the RIGHT equipment. Workers who are six feet or more above
lower levels are at risk for serious injury or death if they fall. To protect these
workers, employers must provide fall protection and the right equipment
for the job, including the right kinds of ladders, scaffolds, and safety gear.
Use the right ladder or scaffold to get the job done safely.
3.TRAIN everyone to use the equipment safely.
Every worker should be trained on proper set-up and safe use of equipment they use on the job. Employers must train workers in recognizing
hazards on the job.
Precision’s dedication to a safe work
environment continues to ensure all
of our employees return home from
work safely and injury-free. Our Director of Safety Education, Francisco
Gallardo, has put together a number
of safety classes to train each employee on hazards in the workplace. All
employees must be trained in OSHA
10, fall protection, rigging and signaling, trenching and excavation awareness, and confined spaces.
Also, any employee operating a scissor lift, boom lift and fork lift must be trained and certified in that
specific equipment. If you have not yet had one of your mandatory training classes, speak to your
supervisor to schedule your training.

Construction Fun Fact
Did you know the first concrete road was built in
1909. This road was built just north of Detroit and
was a mile long. The total cost of the road was
$13,492.83. Up until this point all non-dirt roads
were built using bricks or cobblestones which
made for a very bumpy drive. Concrete was the
solution for more comfortable rides!

